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Vice-President’s Report
Alan P. Bentz
52 Cove Road

Stonington, CT 06378-2300
BHS44@comcast.net

This is my final column as Vice-
President, a post I have held the past 
four years. I had served as a Director 
for several years earlier. In June of 
1998 I started the CZSG Web Site.

The most rewarding thing I did as 
Director was to suggest David Zemer 
as a candidate for President. He has 
done an outstanding job in endeavoring 
to increase membership by all means 
at his disposal – including e-Bay. He 
has been proactive in all facets of his 
job, and attended many U.S. meetings 
(mostly on the West Coast), despite 
living in Norway.

During my tenure, Tom Brougham 
has taken over the Web Site, brought 
it into the 21st century in style and 
content, and included many interesting 
facets of specialties and exhibits 
including the Mail Sale.

In 2008, CZP Editor Dick Bates 
(with Richard Spielberg as Assoc. Ed.) 
began printing the CZP in color, thereby 
enhancing its quality, readability and 
interest. 

Starting in 1997, thanks to the 
inspiration of George McHugh, we 
have had CZSG Spring meetings at the 
Philatelic Show in Boxborough, MA, 
with a Fall meeting at THAMESPEX 
in Waterford, CT.

My own philosophy was to have 
a more structured meeting with an 
agenda that included one or more talks 
of interest to the CZSG, rather than a 
casual meeting of members with a Show 
and Tell. Bob Karrer, George McHugh, 
Armand Coté, Dave Smith and others 
gave talks. The most prolific was Bill 

Mail Related to Enemy Aliens Interned in the Canal Zone 
and Panama during World War I

By David Zemer
Although one normally speaks about Germans interned during the war, and 

it was not uncommon to refer to the internees on the island of Taboga as being 
at “The German Camp,” it was not only Germans but citizens of der Vierbund, 
The Four Central Powers Alliance, consisting of the German Empire, the 
Austrian-Hungarian Empire, the Ottoman Empire, and Bulgaria plus others 
with suspected ancestral or family allegiances, who were gathered up as possible 
enemy aliens.

“Germans” First Interned Two Months Before 
US Enters WW I Due to Use of Ship Radios

On April 5, 1914, President Wilson issued a Proclamation of Neutrality stating
… that all radio stations within the jurisdiction of the United States of America 
are hereby prohibited from transmitting or receiving for delivery messages of an 
unneutral nature, and from in any way rendering to any one of the belligerents 
any unneutral service during the continuance of hostilities. 

The Secretary of the Navy was ordered to enforce this proclamation.
This proclamation was 

likely the legal justification 
for the placing of guards 
and the dismantling of 
the radios on four large 
German steamers, the 
S a v o i a ,  G r u n e w a l d , 
Prinz  Sigismund  and 
S a c h s e n w a l d  o f  t h e 
Hamburg-Amerikanische 
Packet farhr t  Akt ien -
Gesellschaft (HAPAG) on 
February 3, 1917, the day 
when diplomatic ties with 
Germany were broken. 
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Fall, who gave a number of PowerPoint 
presentations that were well received. 
He also handed out show covers with 
CZ-related cachets that he made. 

Our usual New England meeting 
attendance was approximately a dozen, 
not as many as appear at the West 
Coast shows. Our largest number was at 
StampShow 2008 in Hartford, including 
members from outside the northeast. At 
our regular venues, the attendance has 
virtually dried up, and does not auger 
well for the future. Dick Potter is one of 
the mainstays.

We still get a few Canal Zone exhibits 
in this area. Paul Ammons presented 
an outstanding one at the Hartford 
STAMPSHOW 2008, and the most recent 
was the exhibit by Jerry Craig, who won 
the Grand Award at THAMESPEX for 
an exhibit on “The One Cent Gorgas 
Stamp of the Canal Zone.”

I hope we are able to encourage 
more people to take an interest in CZ 
philately.

Secretary’s Report
John C. Smith
408 Redwood Ln.

Schaumburg, IL 60193-2748
email: czarrowjcs@aol.com

As of December 3, 2009, our 
membership stands at 622 members.

The 2010 dues notices have been 
mailed and you should have received 
your dues envelopes before you read 
this.  So please help your secretary 
by mailing in your dues as early as 
possible, along with any address 
change.  You may have noticed a place 
to put your CZSG membership number 
on this year’s dues envelopes.  Entering 
your CZSG number there would help 
me update the computer file.  Your 
number is on the address label to 
the right of your name.  To save time 
and trouble you may consider paying 
your dues for two years or more in 
advance.

Best Wishes for a joyous Holiday 
Season and a fantastic New Year!
 New Members
2609 Jim Raper, IL
2610 James G. Theivagt, IL
2611 John  Cleaver, NY
2612 Ralph E. Trimble, Canada
2613 Donald R. Dolan, NY
2614 William T. Crowe, CA
2615 Henry  Trost, NM
2616 Glen S. Kinder, KY
2617 Gary R. Haaf, NY
2618 Fidencio D. Moreno, CA
 Address Changes
1931 Rufus Barnes, England
2016 Stephen A. Inklebarger, WA
2311 Stan Polchinski, NY
 Reinstated Members
1225 Fabio  Famiglietti, NY
 Resigned Members
0578 William Schuman
 Deceased Members
0049 Conrad L. Gibbons
2358 Larry R. Paige

Show Schedule – 2010
In response to a member’s suggestion, 

beginning with this issue, the CZP will 
include a listing of shows and dates at 
which there is a plan to hold a CZSG 
meeting in the future.  Hopefully this 
will enhance the ability of members 
to plan to attend shows in the future.  
These are tentative plans for meetings, 
as the exact date and time of any CZSG 
meeting are usually determined by the 
show organizers close to the beginning 
of the show, so these are still subject to 
confirmation, and the website or other 
announcement of the show schedule 
should be consulted for details.

CZSG Meetings
AmeriStamp Expo February 19-21, 2010
Riverside, CA 
WESTPEX April 23-25, 2010
San Francisco, CA 
NOJEX May 28-30, 2010
Secaucus, NJ 
NAPEX June 4-6, 2010
McLean, VA 
APS StampShow August 12-15, 2010
Richmond, VA 

As a sponsoring society
NOJEX May 27-29, 2011
Secaucus, NJ 
WESTPEX 2014
San Francisco, CA 

100th Anniversary 
Stamp Update

Jeanne Stough reports that she 
received a fine letter from the Stamp 
Development Dept. of the USPS, 
notifying her they are seriously 
considering a new stamp for the 100th 
birthday of the Canal.  She suggests 
that all Zonians (and CZSG members) 
write to: 
     Citizens Stamp Advisory Committee

     c/o Stamp Development 
US Postal Service

     1735 North Lynn St., Suite 5013
     Arlington, Virginia 22209-6432



Further Information on Quantities of 
Varieties of Scott No. 91

by Richard D. Bates Jr.
I wrote in the last issue of the Philatelist [CZP 172: 30-1] 

that available data demonstrated there had to have been 
more copies of two error varieties on Scott No. 91, the 17c 
Wilson with sharp A overprint in red, than previously were 
believed possible.  The numbers of copies that can exist of 
Scott No. 91a on which the overprint reads ZONE only and of 
91c on which it reads ZONE CANAL have been revised and 
are greater than were previously estimated.  Specifically four 
LL panes giving rise to 40 copies of 91a could exist, rather 
than the previous number 20 listed in Scott and given in CZ 
Stamps.  The same four LL panes would produce 360 copies 
of 91c which, when added to the possible number of 90 from 
the UL pane with shifted overprint, could have given rise to 
a total of as many as 450 copies of 91c rather than the 270 
previously believed to exist.

A question that arises is whether this new information 
affects the number possible of the third variety on the 17c 
Wilson, 91b, where the overprint reads CANAL only.  

Copies of 91b potentially can arise from three sources.  
CZ Stamps lists one example identified as 91b due to a 
paper fold from position UL100.   Another source that may 
produce copies of 91b comes from a downward shift of the 
overprint on the bottom row of other panes, such that the 
CANAL is roughly in the middle of the stamp, there is no 
trace of ZONE on the perfs at the top of the stamp, and the 
ZONE at the bottom is shifted sufficiently downward so that 
no trace of the ZONE appears along the straight edge at the 
bottom.   Copies should show part of the guideline at bottom 
to guard against stamps having been cut down to produce the 
variety.  Copies that appear to fall into this category rarely 
get certified as 91b because there is usually a trace of the 
ZONE on the top perfs or along the SE at bottom.  Other 
examples appear to have been cut down at the top or bottom 
to eliminate any traces of the ZONE overprint.   An example 
of a stamp in this category that has the characteristics of a 
91b is illustrated in Fig. 1.

The UR stamp has a clear CANAL, but the ZONE is split 
between the two right hand stamps, and both UR and LR 
copies are described as having split overprints.

The majority of genuine copies of 91b occur on one pane 
of Scott No. 91 that had the overprint shifted downward so 
that only the word CANAL is on the stamps from the top 
row.  The discussion that follows focuses on this source of 
copies of 91b.   

At least some, but evidently not all, stamps on the top 
row of the pane in question received only the CANAL part 
of the overprint.  The ZONE that would have appeared on 
those stamps fell below the perforations at the bottom of 
the stamp, thereby creating ZONE CANAL (91c) varieties 
on the positions below the top row on the pane.  

This is illustrated by the block of four in Fig. 2.  Here 
the UL stamp in the block clearly has only the CANAL 
part of the overprint.  The ZONE falls on the stamp below 
it creating an example of 91c, the ZONE CANAL variety.  
But the story is different for the two stamps at the right.  

The block in Fig. 3 includes the plate block of six, plus 
an additional block of 4 to the right of the plate block.  
(This block shows a significant work-up between the pairs 
stamps in the right block of four.)  Examining the position 
of the ZONE on the five stamps in the top row shows the 
two at right to be a bit lower than the three at left.  Though 
the difference is very small, if the ZONE falls just below 
the perfs, the small difference could produce CANAL only 
varieties on some and split overprints on others.  That is 
what has happened in the block in Fig.2;  the UL stamp is 
CANAL only, while the UR is only a split overprint due to 
the positioning of the ZONE in the overprint.

If only one UL pane occurred with the downward shift 
that gave rise to the CANAL only errors, then the presence 
of split overprints on some of the examples from the top row 
like those in Fig. 2 indicates there would be fewer than 10 
examples of 91b created in this way.  Unlike the figures for 
91a and 91b where the new data indicate these two errors 
are less scarce than previously thought, this information 
indicates copies of 91b are scarcer than previously believed.    
How much scarcer?  That depends on how the overprint lies 
for the 10 positions across the top row, information that is 
not currently available.  

If the information that there was only one UL pane that 
had the requisite overprint shift is not correct, and more 
than one pane existed, then this “less than 10” conclusion 
may be incorrect and more than 10 copies could exist from 
the top rows of panes with shifted overprints.

If you have a copy of 91b, particularly a position piece, 
you can help answer this question by sending a scan of it 
to your editor. 



Internee Mail
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Bishop wrote that the officers of these vessels persisted in 
sending out messages on the ships’ radios in violation of 
the neutrality of the United States. He thought that the 
consequence of sending guards aboard was that the ships 
were undamaged by sabotage and ready for use when the 
United States entered World War I. [1]

The site, www.navycthistory.com, states that the USS 
Charleston was in Limon Bay that week and was ordered 
to “take over” the four German ships. Other reports say 
that the crews of these ships were later sent to the 50-room 
Aspinwall Hotel (previously the I.C.C. Aspinwall Sanatorium) 
on Taboga Island (Fig. 1) a few miles from Fort Amador; but 
no reliable dates have been found. Taboga was not part of the 
Canal Zone and Panama exercised sovereignty over it. [2]

The “German” Link to the 50c Dry Dock Stamp
War was declared on Germany by the United States on  

April 6, 1917, followed by Panama a day later. On April 9th, 
these captured German ships were towed to Gatun Lake and 
then to Balboa for an overhaul necessitated by having lain 
at anchor in the then neutral port for two years and eight 
months since WWI began in August 1914 to avoid capture by 
the British Navy. [3]  The four ships were quickly renamed 
for American Army generals:  Savoia was renamed General 
H.F. Hodges, Grunewald became the Gen. Geo. W. Goethals, 
Prinz Sigismund the Gen. W.C. Gorgas, and Sachsenwald 
the General O.H. Ernst. 

The philatelic link to these ships can be found in CZ 
Stamps.  The Canal Zone ordered new 50c and $1 stamps 
from Panama on November 29, 1919, but as Panama did not 
have any stamps of these denominations, Panama ordered 
new stamps from the American Banknote Company using 
photographs supplied by the Canal Zone (See Fig. 2).  The 
50c stamp used the photograph taken of the Gen. Geo. W. 
Goethals and Gen. W.C. Gorgas, on April 16, 1917, from 
Sosa Hill while being overhauled at the Balboa Dry Dock.  
Among the documents found in the ABNCo production files 
for the 50c Dry Dock stamp was an engraving order dated 
January 7, 1920. On March 22nd, 50,000 Dry Dock stamps 
were printed for Panama by the ABNCo and an additional 

50,000 were overprinted CANAL ZONE. [4]  CZ Stamps 
gives August 1920 as the month the Dry Dock stamps were 
delivered to the Zone from Panama, but gives no reason for 
the four month delay between printing and delivery.  

Censorship of Internees’ Mail
Grigore gives an overview of preparations for WWI 

censorship in the Canal Zone and notes that on March 22, 1917, 
Governor Harding cabled the following to Washington: [5] 

Request approval for the following measures for protecting the 
Panama Canal in event of war.
Sequestration of German subjects and their families who are in 
the Canal Zone or who may enter the Zone, intention being to 
transfer them at first opportunity to detention camps within the 
United States.
Arrange for Panama Government to turn over to us all German 
subjects for similar disposition.

Governor Harding also asked for permission in March 
to censor the mails so perhaps this is why there are no 
censorship markings on the Drewes card of March 21, 
1917, the earliest known internee-related cover (See Fig. 
3).  The Canal Zone postal authorities may not have had 
authorization from Washington or an organization in place 
at that time to censor mail within the Canal Zone. 

Censorship markings plus a letter by Greene have been 
covered previously by Salz and Gibbs in the CZP  [26:3 and 
160:31].  The reader is referred to those articles and page 
183 in Entwistle for details.

Internee Mail
The original object of this research was to make a census 

of the known covers that were sent to or from Germans 
interned on the island of Taboga during World War I. A 
good start has been made and the census has been expanded 
to include any covers that were related to World War I 
internees in the Canal Zone or Panama. 

Comments concerning some of the covers found in the 
census in Table 1 plus information from the Ellis Island 
database [6] are discussed in chronological order. On some 
covers the dates were not discernible or it was impossible to 
distinguish which series of Canal Zone stamps was used.  

The earliest philatelic mention of an internee is on the 
postal card addressed to “Mr. August Drewes, Empire 
Concentration Camp,” shown in Fig. 3.  As this was cancelled 
March 21,1917, before the U.S. and Panama entered the 
War, Mr. Drewes may have been one of the crew from the 
four HAPAG ships. There is no mention of August Drewes 
on any of the ships’ manifests coming into New York from 
Panama or the Canal Zone during the war. The date and 
address on this postal card suggests that the crew from the 
German ships was first detained or interned at Empire, then 
later moved to Taboga.

Figure 4 shows a cover addressed to Otto K. Haack, born 
in Germany, who entered the U.S. April 28, 1918, on the U.S. 
Transport Kilpatrick, which sailed from Cristobal April 19. 
It appears that he had been interned on Taboga but then 
later allowed to return to Panama City and finally shipped 
to the U.S. with the other internees.

Julius Grigore shows an example of a pair of pink censor 
labels in his censorship article and wrote that he had never 
seen one on cover. The Krause cover in Fig. 5 has one of these 
labels on the back and may be the discovery cover for this, 
apparently very difficult to find, censorship label.

Carl Alexander Max Jaeger arrived in NYC on April 28, 



(1)  Return address, “GERMAN DETENTION CAMP TABOGA, R. de P.”
(2)  Boxed purple “OPENED BY U.S. CENSOR” + censor’s initials.
(3)  “Mailed by Interned Alien Enemy”

1918 on the Kilpatrick. A German, born at Frankfurt am 
Main, Prussia (Germany), he worked as a merchant, had a 
wife Anna Clara Jaeger, and five children who lived at 29 
Ave. A., Panama City.  From the cover in Fig. 6 to him dated 
June 25, 1918, and originally addressed to an emigration 
camp near Philadelphia, PA, we can see that he had been 
moved to the War Prison Barracks, Fort Oglethorpe, GA.

Not all covers that appeared to be from the camp at 
Taboga were from there. Two covers with the rubber 
stamped return address “GERMAN DETENTION CAMP, 

Taboga, R. de P,” dated June 13, 1918, are known. But as 
the cancellations are from Las Cascades, not Balboa, and 
by all accounts the Taboga camp was closed in May, these 
censored covers would not have been posted on Taboga by 
internees. They were addressed to two army officers, Lieut. 
Ramon S. Torres and Capt. Pascual Lopez in Las Cascades, 
who possibly were members of the Puerto Rican Regiment 
Infantry. Neither officer is in the Ellis Island database. [9] 

continued page 42



Enemy Aliens Interned on Taboga and Their 
Transfer to the United States

Scanning the Ellis Island records for internees mentioning 
Taboga turns up very little. Only two men, both born 
in Germany, Otto Sanwald and Mikel Sehr, listed their 
permanent residence, perhaps sarcastically, as “Interned 
Taboga Island.” Both appeared to be employees of the 
Panama Canal Company or U.S. Government as the U.S. 
Government paid their way to New York on the S.S. Panama 
on March 7, 1918, in First Cabin (enemy aliens and their 

Internee Mail
continued from page 41

families usually travelled in Steerage), and later both were 
discharged from Ellis Island as USCit (U.S. Citizens) with 
no head tax required. 

A check of immigrants arriving at Ellis Island from the 
Canal Zone between May 1917 and November 1918, turns 
up 183 passengers listed as citizens of the Central Powers. 
However, about 70 do not fall clearly into the category of 
Enemy Aliens and usually were naturalized Americans or 
from countries other than the Central Powers but who might 
have fallen into the “Sequestration of German subjects and 
their families” dragnet requested by Governor Harding. 

Greene wrote that in May or June 1918, there were over 
100 prisoners at the camp.  On the 10th or 11th about 60 
were taken to the U.S.  This resettlement was not confirmable 
using ship manifests from Ellis Island.  Of the 11 Central 
Powers citizens listed from late May through June 1917, only 
one was German (listed as “Special” and travelling on the 
U.S.Transport Kilpatrick); several were Greek with Turkish 
citizenship.  Most appeared to be naturalized American 
citizens.  These 60 may have entered the U.S. through a port 
other than New York but no evidence was found to support 
this possibility.

By comparing the names on known Taboga Internee 
mail, we can now identify two arrivals of the U.S. Transport 
Kilpatrick as carrying Taboga internees from the Canal Zone 
to New York. In one manifest, departure date from Cristobal 
of April 19, 1918, and arrival date of April 27/28, there were 
113 passengers, 38 of which listed Colon as their port of 
departure; the other 75 listed Cristobal.  This ship appears 
to be the one that transferred the main portion of the Taboga 
internees to the U.S., as most of the passengers’ passage 
was paid for by the United States; head taxes, indicating 
permission to immigrate, were not paid.  These passengers 
included nine Austrians, one Chilean, three Croatians, 98 
Germans, one Peruvian, three Russians, one Swiss, and three 
West Indians.  The latter three were apparently domestic 
servants travelling to the U.S. to work for American families 
and were not internees.  These numbers do not add up to 
113 as at least six passengers were listed on more than one 
page.  

When the Kilpatrick arrived at New York on May 25, 1918, 
it was transporting 331 passengers from Colon/Cristobal, most 
of whom were U.S. troops and families including five named 
as guards for three passengers listed as enemy aliens. 
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The Brett Papers
Another newly discovered source referencing the 

internees and postal matters is the George Brett Papers 
at the National Postal Museum. In them C.H. Calhoun, 
Director of Posts, mentioned a list of 49 “…alien enemies 
interned in the detention camp at Taboga Island” in Circular 
No. 98 dated September 1, 1917. In other circulars internee 
dates, but no names, were given for 46 additional internees 
on Taboga between December 1, 1917 and March 4, 1918. 

Mail transfer to the Camp is discussed twice in the 
Brett Papers.  Mail was delivered to the Port Captain each 
day at 12:30 p.m. for delivery to the Internment Camp. On 
October 16, 1917, O. W. Mason, Capt. 29th Inf., asked for a 
mail bag for the transportation of mail between the Camp 
and the Balboa Post Office. He wrote that because he was 
the censor for internee mail, the bag should be locked at the 
post office and he requested the key.  Because of this memo, 
the initials in the Censor Box on some of the covers can be 
identified (See Fig. 7).

The Ellis Island Database
The Ellis Island database [6] and correspondence known to 
have connections to the “German Camp” at Taboga allowed 
us to identify the names, citizenships, professions and 
other important details of many Central Powers citizens 
and others interned in Panama and the Canal Zone during 
World War I and transported to the U.S. through Ellis 
Island.  This database provides a fast and efficient method 
to document new covers coming to light suspected of being 
Canal Zone/Panama internee mail during World War I, 
giving background details required by the immigration 
authorities to add another dimension to each cover. 

Conclusion about the Enemy Alien Mail 
This research has shown that “German Internee mail” is 

not as straightforward as previously assumed by the author. 
There were internees in a “Concentration Camp” at Empire 
before the War broke out whose mail was not censored. There 
were internees at Taboga who, although they were “enemy 
aliens” or even classified as “Prisoners of War,” appear to 
have been allowed to live and work in Panama and perhaps 
even the Canal Zone before being released or shipped with 
the others to camps in the U.S. Naturalized U.S. citizens 
and/or their families may also have been interned at Taboga 
along with “enemy alien” families of United States civilian 
and military personnel. 



1853 Letter to Aspinwall
by Alan P. Bentz

Fred Sill, a native of the Canal Zone, came across a letter 
from 1853 addressed to Aspinwall, in what later became 
part of the Canal Zone. It is a significant piece of history, 
as it came at a time when the California Gold Rush had 
inspired the building of the 
Panama Railroad, which was 
completed in 1855.  It was 
addressed to the Purser of 
the steamer Philadelphia at 
Aspinwall. The steamer was 
scheduled to run between 
New York and Chagres. It 
turns out that Chagres had a 
very shallow bay, so the ships 
went to the western end of a 
treacherously marshy islet 
known as Manzanillo Island. 

The island was connected 
to the Panamanian mainland by a causeway and part of 
the island was drained to allow the erection of permanent 
buildings (See Fig. 1).

The town of Aspinwall 
was founded by Americans 
in 1850 as the Atlantic 
terminus of the Panama 
Rai lroad,  then under 
construction. For a number 
of years early in its history, 
the sizable United States 
émigré community called 
the town Aspinwall after 
Panama Railroad promoter 
William Henry Aspinwall, 
(Fig. 2) while the city’s 
Hispanic community called 
it Colón,in honor of Christopher Columbus.

At the time, Panama was a province of Colombia. The 
U.S. was ultimately forced to change the name back to Colón, 
when Colombia refused to recognize the American name, 
and would not deliver mail to Aspinwall. 

William Henry Aspinwall was a very entrepreneurial 
man. He joined the family business of Howland & Aspinwall, 
a New York merchant firm founded by his cousins, and 
specializing in trade with the Caribbean. While there, he 
founded both the Pacific Mail Steamship Company and 
the Panama Railroad. In 1855, when the railroad opened, 
he made an inspection trip. It was the only time he ever 
traveled on his Pacific Mail line and the Panama Railroad.  
He continued with new projects after retirement. In 1866 
he founded the ASPCA and in 1869 helped to found the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art.

Fred Sill, who now lives in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, was 
raised in the Canal Zone. His father was there during the 
construction days, and earned a Roosevelt Medal. Fred 
was going through a box of “stuff” that had been stored in 
Panama looking for the Roosevelt Medal (which he found).

In the box, he also came across an old letter that he had 
found years earlier in Albany, NY, while visiting his elderly 

aunt. It was in a box in her basement.  It was addressed 
to “Joseph Chadwick, Purser, Steamer Philadelphia, 
Aspinwall” (See Figs. 3 and 4).  It is a stampless letter, 
sealed with wax. There is a notation saying “Received 3 
August 1853 at Aspinwall.”  The Sills and Chadwicks had 
intermarried, and Fred said “It’s nice to think that one of 
my forefathers visited the Isthmus in those days.”

The steamer Philadelphia was bought by Howland & 
Aspinwall for their NY-Chagres service -  a wooden paddle-
wheel steamer with three masts. It was built in 1849, and 
bought in 1850. In 1851, she was lengthened and used on 
the New Orleans-Chagres run until 1860, then served the 
Union in the Civil War, and was scrapped in 1866.

One interesting sidelight was turned up by Fred Sill 
in the research. The year before Joseph Chadwick served 
as Purser, the steamer Philadelphia discovered that she 
had cholera and Chagres fever on board. (The latter is 



now defined as an arbovirus infection 
transmitted to humans by sand fly 
bites. It is also called Panama fever. 
The ship was ordered out of the harbor 
in Havana, and put into Key West on 
June 28, 1852, and anchored off the 
Marine Hospital. The ship was sent 
to Sand Island where a lighthouse 
was situated. The island was turned 
over to the healthy people to serve out 
the quarantine period. The sick were 
transferred to a hulk and treated by 
doctors, but by July 7, a total of thirty-
five had died. 

The letter dealt with the handling 
of passage money, and was apparently 
an internal document of the steamship 
company.

The picture depicts a ship of the 
same vintage – built in 1850 for 
transatlantic travel, but about three 
times the size of the Philadelphia.

The CZSG Board of Directors expresses its appreciation to Peter Copeskey for handling mailing 
operations of the CZSG in Tucson, AZ as reflected in the following “Statement of Ownership.”

Auctions
by Jim Crumpacker

The third calendar quarter, July 1- 
Sept 30, 2009, was not a hotbed of activity 
as regards Canal Zone philately sent to 
public auction. Few high value items 
appeared and one that did, a #157a, failed 
to meet its reserve and went unsold.  Our 
members must have spent their summer 
in places other than auction galleries.  
The New Jersey firm of Jacques C. Schiff, 
Jr. did have a nice auction of 50 lots but 
it was nearly all bulk remains from the 
George Brett collection.

The first dollar value presented below 
is the total of hammer plus commission.  
The last monetary mention is the catalog 
value from the 2009 Scott’s Catalogue.
39e, inverted center with overprint reading down,
 single from booklet pane, TG w/interl.adhering 
 and booklet stitching through top of stamp o/w 
 F $633 ($600) Schiff
47, OG, H, XF $2875 ($3250)  RA Siegel 
56d, horiz. pair, left stamp w/o overprint, OG,NH
 selvage has scuff and HM o/w VF w/ top and left
 margins $1495 ($1250) Cherrystone
60b, booklet pane of 6, TG, reinforced few perf. seps
 o/w VF $259 ($1000) RA Siegel
J17a, POSTAGE DUE double, OG HR, F $518
 ($800) Cherrystone
J20c, double overprint OG, H, barely F $265
 ($450) Cherrystone

The auction houses which sold these 
items have their names and addresses 
shown below.
 Cherrystone Philatelic Auctioneers
 119 W. 57th St., New York, NY  10019

 Jacques C. Schiff, Jr., Inc.
 195 Main St., Ridgefield Park, NJ 07660-1696

 Robert A. Siegel Auction Galleries
 60 E. 56th St., 4th floor, New York, NY  10022

Scott 2010 Specialized 
Catalogue of United 

States Stamps
by Jim Crumpacker

The changes in the new 2010 Scott 
were not at all like those of recent 
years.  The more than 140 changes for 
2010 fell into basically two categories.  
First, some used single stamps from 
No. 22 through the “CO” numbers had 
modest declines, on the order of 10%.  
Second, the “OG but hinged” groups 
had decreases in the 10%-20% range, 
especially for the Nos. 70-95.

There were a handful of additions 
including #14h, a ‘cts 8’ overprint shift 
in rose brown.  This is similar to #20e 
added a few years back; neither has a 
catalogue value given.

Some clean-up work was done with 
the “OX” numbers.  It seems that all 
of OX5, 6, and 7 had the same “Type” 
designation, POS 3.  A bit of the data 
from the 2009 catalogue was incomplete 
or incorrect so we have in 2010 a Type 
POS 4 and POS 5, too.  Values for OX1-
OX7 on cover have been added and the 
verbiage accompanying OX1 through 
OX7 has been re-worded.  There are also 
several new minor catalogue number 
additions or changes.

However, it is not clear the new “OX” 
effort has solved all previous problems, 
so members are advised not to rush 
to re-number the OX stamps in your 
collection.  The wise heads will get 
together and figure it all out.

Ten or so ‘big ticket’ items had 
auction-driven changes, all to a more 
positive dollar amount; a couple are 
shown below.  The revisions shown are 
for OG, NH/H per normal Scott pricing 
unless noted.  

The editing staff and contributors did 
another very good job this year.
Scott # 2009 2010
1 $600.00 $650.00
22,used 1.25 1.10
48,on cover 800.00 1000.00
84e,vertical pair 2750.00 3500.00
   “a” and “b”  se-tenant 
86,hinged 4.00 3.75
93,double transfer not listed    550.00
J9,on cover 200.00 300.00

Recruit a 
Member



Some Unusual Uses of 11c Airmail
by Tom Brougham

From May 16,1971 to March 1, 1974, the domestic airmail 
letter rate was 11c per ounce. The 11c Jet and Seal airmail 
(Scott C49) was issued in September of 1971 primarily to 
pay this rate. Covers with this stamp paying this rate are 
very common.  But the stamp also had some other less 
common uses. 

During most of this period the foreign postcard rate was 
20c. Since the then-current CZ airmail postal card had 9c 
face value, an 11c stamp would exactly bring a postal card 
up to that rate (Fig. 1). 

When the domestic airmail letter rate was raised to 13c 
on March 2, 1974, the domestic postcard rate was raised to 
11c.  Figure 2 shows this common rate but with an unusual 
twist.  The 11c stamp is on a return receipt card that was 
attached to an article mailed from the Zone to Philadelphia.  
It was properly postmarked from there and returned to the 
sender in the Zone by airmail.

The increase of the domestic airmail letter rate to 13c 
was only for the first ounce per letter.  For heavier letters 
subsequent ounces were 11c each.  Figure 3 shows this 
subsequent-ounce rate on a short paid letter from the U.S.  
The C49 pays postage due for a second ounce.

Beginning on March 2, 1974, the foreign airmail rate to 
Europe and Asia was raised to 35c.  At this time airmail 

postal stationery envelopes bore 13c face value for the 
domestic airmail letter rate.  Two 11c stamps would perfectly 
uprate postal stationery for airmail use to most foreign 
destinations (Fig. 4).

Beginning in late 1975, the foreign postcard rate was 
raised to 22c.  Figure 5 shows two of the “obsolete” 11c 
stamps paying this rate. 


